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	RFID Explained (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing), 9781598291087 (1598291084), Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This lecture provides an introduction to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), a technology enabling automatic identification of objects at a distance without requiring line-of-sight. Electronic tagging can be divided into technologies that have a power source (active tags), and those that are powered by the tag interrogation signal (passive tags); the focus here is on passive tags. An overview of the principles of the technology divides passive tags into devices that use either near field or far field coupling to communicate with a tag reader. The strengths and weaknesses of the approaches are considered, along with the standards that have been put in place by ISO and EPCGlobal to promote interoperability and the ubiquitous adoption of the technology. A section of the lecture has been dedicated to the principles of reading co-located tags, as this represents a significant challenge for a technology that may one day be able to automatically identify all of the items in your shopping cart in a just few seconds. In fact, RFID applications are already quite extensive and this lecture classifies the primary uses. Some variants of modern RFID can also be integrated with sensors enabling the technology to be extended to measure parameters in the local environment, such as temperature & pressure. The uses and applications of RFID sensors are further described and classified. Later we examine important lessons surrounding the deployment of RFID for the Wal-Mart and the Metro AG store experiences, along with deployments in some more exploratory settings. Extensions of RFID that make use of read/write memory integrated with the tag are also discussed, in particular looking at novel near term opportunities. Privacy and social implications surrounding the use of RFID inspire recurring debates whenever there is discussion of large scale deployment; we examine the pros and cons of the issues and approaches for mitigating the problems. Finally, the remaining challenges of RFID are considered and we look to the future possibilities for the technology.
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Interactive Theorem Proving and Program DevelopmentSpringer, 2004

	A practical introduction to the development of proofs and certified programs using Coq.


	An invaluable tool for researchers, students, and engineers interested in formal methods and the development of zero-fault software.
...

		

Windows Vista in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
This unique reference thoroughly documents every important  setting and feature in Microsoft's new operating system, with alphabetical  listings for hundreds of commands, windows, menus, listboxes, buttons,  scrollbars and other elements of Windows Vista. With this book's simple  organization, you'll easily find any setting,...


		

Annotated C# StandardMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	This book is an annotated version of the C# Language Standard, created by adding around 400
	separate annotations to the complete text of the Standard. The Standard was formally adopted
	as ISO Standard 23270:2006 in April 2006 and published in August 2006, and adopted as Ecma
	International Standard 334 version 4 in June 2006. Microsoft...





	

Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Project 2003Que, 2004
This book provides readers with everything they need to make the most of Project 2003. Project 2003 helps users manage projects indepently or as part of a large organization. Business professionals can gain access into their portfolio of projects, and collaborate on the documents, issues and risks associated with those...


		

Emotion Recognition and Understanding for Emotional Human-Robot Interaction Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence, 926)Springer, 2020

	This book focuses on the key technologies and scientific problems involved in emotional robot systems, such as multimodal emotion recognition (i.e., facial expression/speech/gesture and their multimodal emotion recognition) and emotion intention understanding, and presents the design and application examples of emotional HRI systems. Aiming at...

		

Special Edition Using FileMaker 8Que, 2006
If you're looking for the inside scoop on the latest version of FileMaker, you've come to the right place. Authors Scott Love and Steve Lane are FileMaker experts who were involved in the development of FileMaker 8, and they bring that knowledge to you in ...
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